
The integrated team 
environment

Space is an all-in-one 
collaboration solution  
for teams

For more details about Space 
and its features, please visit 
jetbrains.space

FREE

$0
per active user/month 

(billed annually)

ORGANIZATION

$20
per active user/month 

(billed annually)

TEAM

$8
per active user/month 

(billed annually)

ENTERPRISE

$99
per active user/month 

(billed annually)

“With Space, all the data  
a team needs to do its work  
is stored in one place,  
while software development  
tools are integrated  
with communication  
and identity support.”
Mike Butcher,  
TechCrunch

2,000 CI credits  
per month

10 GB 
of total storage

50 GB  
of total data transfer  
per month

20,000 
searchable messages

10 apps 
or integrations

Unlimited 
number of users

10,000 CI credits  
per month

25 GB  
of storage per user

125 GB of data 
transfer per  
user/month

Unlimited  
searchable messages

Unlimited apps  
or integrations

Unlimited  
number of users

4,000 CI credits  
per month

10 GB 
of storage per user

50 GB  
of data transfer  
per user/month

Unlimited  
searchable messages

20 apps  
or integrations

Unlimited  
number of users

50,000 CI credits 
per month

100 GB  
of storage per user

500 GB  
of data transfer 
per user/month

Unlimited  
searchable messages

Unlimited apps  
or integrations

Unlimited  
number of users

Includes the JetBrains  
All Products Pack

ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE

Desktop

iOS Android

Web
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Check the availability of your teammates

Schedule meetings and add absences

View commits, browse files, check a repository

Never miss an important update with the company blog

Teams

Business Trips

Organize teams
Everything your company needs  
to ensure open work and transparent 
collaboration: the teams, locations, 
member profiles, roles and permissions, 
calendars, meetings, vacations,  
and blogs — all in one place. 

Communicate in Chats
Your personal inbox — 
get personalized notifications, reply and 
react using chats, perform code reviews, 
track issues, and share documents.

Plan work
Plan, manage, and work on your 
projects as a team, optimizing  
the whole workflow  
and collaboration process.

Build and Deliver
Commit code and explore changes. 
Review code. Create merge requests. 
Automate your workflows  
and CI/CD jobs. Store and manage 
package repositories. Connect 
JetBrains IDEs to Space.

Build upon an extensible 
platform
Сustomize and extend Space to meet 
the unique needs of your organization.

Chats Issues Dashboards Blogs

Space is for everyone!
Whether you are a developer,  
a manager, a QA engineer,  
an accountant, or in HR —  
there will always be space for you. CI/CD

Code Review Permissions

Packages

Quick Actions

DocumentsTop-Down Planning

IDE Integration

Office Maps

Meetings VacationsVCS

and many more


